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GEORGE M. BECKER 
Manager 
Home Office Branch 
1 King Street North 
Waterloo, Ontario 
LUTHERAN BROTHERHOOD 
LEGAL RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE 
It tokes $40,000 to 
provide $1 00 per month 
from 3 % interest. Saving 
only $235 a year from 
age 25 - 65 wi ll provide 
the so me income at age 
65 plus $10,000 insur-
ance to age 65. 
Garfield Raymond 
86 Norman Ave. 
Ted Weber 
712 Edna St. 
Waterloo, Ont. 
Ph. SH 5-4427 
Kitchener, Ont. 
Ph . SH 2 -8897 
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RECORDS 
FOR ALL TASTES 
• CLASSICAL 
e COMPLETE OPERAS 
• FOLK MUSIC 
e JAZZ 
Exceptionally Large 
Stock Always Carried 
Telephone Record Dept. 
SH 5-8232 
Carl Heintzman 
Limited 
245 King St. W. Dunker Bldg. 
Phone SH 5-9815 
Loose Leaf Books Stationery 
Fountain Pens School Books 
Kodaks & Films 
JAIMET'S 
BOOK STORE 
42 King St. W. SH 2-4409 
10 King Street West 
112 King St. West 
AA VON SMOKE SHOP 
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TOBACCOS, CIGARS and CIGARETTES 
MAGAZINES and PAPERS 
Compliments . .. 
HOGG FUEL AND 
SUPPLY LTD. 
KITCHENER - WATERLOO 
Compliments of ... 
P. HYMMEN CO. LTD. 
158 King St. W ., Kitchener 
Compliments of 
PLYWOOD SUPPLY CO. 
King Street 
Compliments ... 
WASHBURN'S 
Men's Wear 
16 Ontario St. S. Kitchener 
THE UNITED LUTHERAN 
PUBLICATION HOUSE 
Religious Books- Church Supplies 
Clergy ond Choir Vestments 
Gifts ond Mottos 
237 King W . Phone SH 2-9620 
KITCHENER 
Waterloo Ontario 
OSWALD'S 
BOOK STORE LTD. 
For oil your .. . 
... stationery needs 
20 King St. E., Kitche ner 
THE Y.W .C.A. 
e DANCES - Square & Round 
e GYMNASTICS 
e CRAFT CLASSES 
e CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
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RETAIL: 66 QUEEN ST. SOUTH 
WHOLESALE: 675 QUEEN ST. SOUTH 
Compliments of ... 
TWIN CITY LAUNDRY 
LIMITED 
Cleaners & Launderers 
• 
SHerwood 2-8338 
• 
24 Gaukel Street 
Kitchener 
Compliments of . . . 
BOND CLOTHES 
KITCHENER 
SHOPPING PLAZA 
Free Parking 
Compliments of . . . 
GEO. LOBSINGER 
APPLIANCES 
Your R.C.A. Dealer 
Records Portables - Phonos 
TV - Radios 
196 King St. W ., Kitchener 
Phone SH 2-8305 
Students ore invited to join the more than 43,000 Waterloo County 
citizens with Savings Accounts at . .. 
Kitchener 
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':}rom the €clitor • • 
Most of us ot Waterloo College by now have had some time to become 
acquainted with the many and varied parts of this institution we know as "college". 
It would be fine to say that our future plans are taking shape here and that we 
are fairly sure of where we are heading. 
Unfortunately, about this time serious doubts may beg in to arise. Same say 
that it is just the pressure of mid-term examinations. We lose interest in our 
courses, cannot seem to study well and our aims become more nebulous than ever. 
This leaves us feeling somewhat insecure. 
Here are some of the problems. Sometimes students have budget troubles, 
and do not know exactly how to manage thei r f .nances. Often home troubles dis-
turb students, and they cannot set their minds to their studies because they are 
emotionally upset and wo1 ried . Of course the problems involving the girl friend often 
are the cause of students doing poorly when emotionally involved. Just plain 
lack of interest in courses always makes it hard for students to concentrate. The 
social whirl and extra-curriculars also may draw students from their studies and 
students begin to worry about their studies too late. Religious doubt are also o 
cause for deep concern. 
Often a talk with someone helps to eose the burden of these personal problems, 
although, understandably, people are often unwilling to d iscuss these problems with 
relative strangers. However someone who has had these same doubts will be quite 
sympathetic and understanding and can help to straighten us out or start us on 
the way to re-discovering ourselves. A g roup in Waterloo College offers such a service 
for troubled people. All may fee l free to come in and talk over any of their prob-
lems with members of the administration, faculty, student council ·et-enyone--tritfi 
WA9ffi tRey mey wisA te talk ever tAese J=lreelem~;_ 
Unfortunately no one seems to know enoug., of the details of this service. 
Many do not even know that it exists. Who runs it? When and where may students 
go to discuss these problems? Let's find out more about this service. The student 
council representatives are well-informed about the details of this service and wi ll be 
glad to answer any questions concerning this service. It is a very worthwhile insti-
tution and should be a we ll-established, integral part of any College. 
When we feel most concerned with our doubts and problems it is the time to 
try to straighten them out. However, students need most of all that "stick-to-it-ness" 
to pull through . Without questioning motives, put aside those doubts momen-
tarily and work at courses. These doubts will be resolved later, directions will 
become more certain, but for now let's try to qualify so that we may go on to 
achieve our goals. 
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A 
FULL 
LIFE 
By CLIFFORD COUL TES 
Most of us feel our lives ore not full. All of us would like them to be. But 
as is the case with the weather, we have an awful time trying to d'o anything 
a~out it. Attainment of a full life is a problem that philosophers have been 
pondering ever since there were thinking men. The big trouble seems to be to 
decide what we want our lives filled with. Ideas vary from wine, women and 
song to a lonely mountain-top and a goat-ski~ loin-cloth . 
There was a farmer who lately dropped dead from a heart attack. That 
man, like Job before the devil got after him, hod broad acres and numerous 
livestock. Unlike Job, he also had tractors and many more of those charming 
contraptions that make forming today so much of a sitting-down job that cushions 
for the seats of farm machinery are made thicker every year . 
If the sun shone, this man was a lways sure that he was in for a drought, 
and his crops would be withered in the fields. As soon as he saw a cloud, he 
had no doubt that a wet spell was on the way, and his crops would either be 
washed out or flattened so badly that he'd never be able to harvest them . If he 
lost a nail outside, he was worried sick lest one of his cattle should pick it up 
and die of lockjaw. Whatever happened, he fussed about it . He had more of 
this world's goods than most people, but he spoiled everything for himself by 
worrying . As was said, he died of a heart attack, his condition aggravated by 
stomach ulcers, at the age of fifty. It's a wonder he stood himself as long as 
he did. 
This man had a neighbour who was always extremely contented. He could 
sit on the back steps and watc~ weeds growing as contentedly as if they'd been 
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worth something. Apparently he liked growing weeds; perhaps because he didn't 
hove to sow or reap them. He could also watch his cattle eating the neighbours' 
posture as contentedly as if it hod been his own. It never was his fault when the 
cattle broke out. Somehow they always made it through a port of the fence 
that, as he remembered, the neighbour hod agreed to look after, so it wasn't 
his responsibility if there were holes in it. He never had a care. Surely this was 
a full life. But when his wife died from ove rwork, in her s•rugg le to kee:p his 
farm going, he said, with tears in his eyes and a break in his voice, "I wasn't to 
her what I ought to have been." 
In between these two men lived old John. John looked like a very ordinary 
man, and so he was. But just having him around mode you feel as if nothing 
could go very badly wrong. No matter what happened, he simply refused to let 
it bother him. When his tools or implements broke, he'd say, "Well, I guess the 
Lord doesn ' t want me to finish this job today," and proceeded to make the best 
of things. He would sing and say funny things to his horses as he drove them 
along his fields, and if the harness or implement broke, he went merrily ahead to 
fix it, as if that pleasure were exactly w:,at he had come to the field for. 
He never went to the field very early, nor stayed there very late; John 
hated to be tired, "All for the sake of another ten cents," as he used to say. 
But more than one of his neighbours will never forget how, when they were 
young farmers trying to get a toe-hold, John often laboured beside them lo,-,g 
after quitting-time - not on his land, but on theirs. He had a trick of appearing 
where help was needed without being asked, not infrequently with his own worl( 
waiting at home. If questioned about this, he always had a more or less plausible 
excuse for leaving it. The real reason was always the same, though he only 
admitted it in strict confidence once or twice : "He's a young fellow trying to 
start up; I can stand to lose a crop better than he can." 
One year this way of looking at it did lose him a crop; but his barn was 
fuller that time than ever before. Neighbours from miles around brought him 
feed from their own stores. Although he spent so much time off it, his farm was 
the best cared for on the line; nobody would see John stuck for help. And when 
he died, the little church of which he had been an elder could not begin to 
hold all the people who came to his funeral. Hundreds came for a last look 
at the happy, seamless old face, and the great, hard hands that had helped 
so much, so often and sa well. 
No two people agree on what a full life is, but lives like John's are surely 
not far from it. His secret was that, beyond immediate personal concerns, his 
mind never knew a thought for himself. He lived for what he could give, not 
for what would come to him. Rich in money? Not John. The fullness of his life 
was somewhere else - in the happiness of optimism, and the joy of giving. 
And that simple life was as full as the little barn the year his neighbours filled 
it, and as full as the little church the day they said good-bye to him. 
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/l~e E~e! 
.. . THE ANONYMOUS JUNIOR WRITES AGAI N 
In the course of my rather lengthy sojourn ot Waterloo College, I hove 
felt the need of joining forces with several of the more enlightened thinkers of 
the College to expose several institutions which, lurking behind legitimate 
"fronts", serve only to extract from the student's worldly wealth, giving nothing 
in return. 
It is one such institution I om writing of today: The CSS. This is one of the 
more secretive organizations operating, under notional charter, within the structure 
of the student body. For a slightly extortionate fee you con obtain a membership 
in the CSS, receive a very ornate membership cord and a resounding pot on the 
bock. If, however, you pursue the ideal more fully, on unusuolity, you ore token 
in hand by the "executive" of the CSS and discouraged. 
In the quest of truth I, under on assumed nome, approached the president 
of the CSS and mentioned my desire to become a member. In seventy-three 
point six seconds I hod my cord and a bonk deficit. At this point in my indoctrin-
ation I felt the necessity of proving, at my own self-sacrifice, to humanity the 
horrors of the methods of discouragement employed by the CSS. 
I might now interject the clarification of the situation, which you doubtless 
wi ll apprec iate. CSS is the Canadian Sp2liologicol Society. 
At the psychologically horrendous hour of five o'clock Sunday morning, I 
was forced to arise ond dress in suitable clothes, as outlined in "The Pocket 
Anthology of Cove-Crawling. " These proved to be significantly insufficient. Ar-
rangements for food were also designed to keep my stomach in a constant state 
of agitation. The original plans for a short trip and light lunch hod been altered to 
a very long trip with still a very light lunch for me, but copious quantities of 
sustenance for the executive. The majority of the day was spent, on my port, al-
ternately swimmi ng through mud pools, deep ones, and / or rabbit droppings, big ones, 
swinging over deep chasms on a very old rope, and gnawing the bark off some 
young, and very tasty trees. At one point I was ready to give in, resign from the 
organization, and scrop the entire project, but my intense sense of duty to 
humanity drove me on. At length, when I succeeded in freeing myself from the 
very small, and very hard, rock chimney, I WQS just in time to crawl onward to 
the next crevice which looked interesting. I was sent down to investigate, of 
course. However, come what did, for the soke of humanity, I hung on, both 
figuritively ond literally ond come through unscathed. Unscathed, except for a 
rather Iorge scar, contracted when it was necessary to operate in order to remove 
a deep-burrowing, Rocky Mountain fever bearing, wood-tick. 
As situations, as outlined here, beor further investigation, I om cove-crawling 
next expedition in search of more facts to bring to your attent ion. 
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CAN ANYONE BEAT HIM? 
By VINCENT TOOLSIE 
Whenever I sit and brood over my post experiences I cannot help but remember 
the year I spent with one of South America's most historic peoples. 
My character was such that it impelled me to seek adventure. So it was 
that I in my twentieth year, found myself in Rupununi, British Guiana, teaching 
the Mocusi Aborigines in the small Catholic school, a little thatched building 
which was also used as the Catholic Mission church. 
It is no less than twenty-eight years now since I left Rupununi. For this 
reason I con only remember sketchy ports of my brief stay there. 
There is, however, one. unblemished port of my experience which I always 
remember and which I always relive in memory. The intimate friendship that 
sprang up between Nochiketos, a native aborigine, and myself is the particular 
port of my experience that remains and will remain unblemished in my meagre 
wealth of recollections of the living post. 
At twelve Nochiketos was a big boy, or rather, he was considered a big 
boy in his native society. It was for this reason that I too treated him as a big 
boy, sometimes even as on equal in both age and position. 
As familiarity between us incre::rsed Nochiketos become more and more 
helpful to me. For, teaching some thirty-two children of diverse ages and abilities 
was not a particularly easy job for a person with little or no teacher's training. 
Therefore Nochiketos was a most welcomed helper who as supervisor over the 
younger children did a praise-worthy job in cleaning the school room, fixing the 
furniture, and collecting and burning the wastes in the school yard. 
While he loved his dominance over the younger children, Nochiketos did his 
job with a great deal of enthusiasm. But it is very seldom that a twelve-year-old 
undertakes these little tasks continually and with o constant zeal. No different 
from the other boys was Nochiketos in this respect, for it did not toke him very 
long to become disgusted and neglectful. 
When I went to Rupununi I took along a bicycle which proved to be o 
nuisance and at the some time o definite value. On the one hand I loved to 
ride around the village and over the lawns; on the other hand the bicycle demanded 
that I clean it almost after every ride, the reason for this being the fact that 
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Rupununi had no roads but rather footpaths here and there which were mostly 
muddy after the very frequent midday showers. 
One day when I asked Nachiketas to clean my bicycle he just lingered around 
and said again and again to my repeated petition that he would get down to the 
work in a little while or so. Finally he did get down to the task of cleaning 
the bicycle and made an excellent job of it. He took the bicycle to the river and 
gave it a permanent bath by letting it down into the water by means of a piece 
of rope. It was not very long before he returned and told me the somewhat 
amusing, yet sad story that the rope had broken and that the bicycle was now 
under water . I knew that the bicycle could not be recovered due o the depth of 
the river. Moreover, the rapidly flowing water would surely move it to I ·did not know 
where. 
I looked at Nachiketas and sniffed lightly. I did not bother to give him a 
lecture and to criticize what I considered his gross stupidity. Too well did I know 
that criticism was the easiest way to arouse his native hostility. Should his hos-
ility be aroused I would not know into what situation he would be liable to place 
me. Therefore I allowed the incident to slip by as usual. 
A few days later Nachiketas, perhaps bothered by his conscience, came to 
me and confessed that he had purposely allowed the bicycle to sink and that 
he was sorry he had done it. I admired the loyalty of that boy, for, in spite of 
what he had done he was, nevertheless, sincere and apologetic. 
To make reparation for my loss he insisted that I take his canoe. That 
afternoon we went paddling up the river. Granted that the canoe was more 
convenient than the bicycle in that exotic part of the world, it was, nevertheless, 
more dangerous. One slip might throw a person into the mouths of schools of 
vicious tigerfish wit;, sharp razor edge teeth. Nachiketas was an experienced 
boatsman, but when he started to rock the canoe he nearly dissipated the 
confidence I had in his ability to paddle. I sat tightly for fear that the slightest 
of my movements would increase the chances of toppling the canoe. When 
we reached the pier, Nachiketas, still amused by his knavery looked at me 
and smiled. His smile seemed to question my lack of Indian courage . 
One day when I went to Father Joseph to discuss certain matters, Nachiketas 
was under the huge cedar tree that stood a few yards away from Father Joseph's 
hut. When he saw me he jumped up swiftly from his seat which was nothing 
more than a cubelike mound of hard clay and greeted me with the shaw of his 
white teeth. "Good afternoon, teach," he said. 
"Where is Father Joseph?" I asked casually. 
"Oh, he just went in for something, he'll be out, oh here he comes." 
Father Joseph had not seen me yet. He, bent by old age, focussed his eyes 
on the ground not more than six feet in front of him. As he was slowly dawdling 
towards us he muttered something or other. "I cannot find it in my study, 
Nachiketas," he said. "I wonder where I left it?" 
"Maybe it was in the kitchen where I saw it," said Nachiketas. 
I did not know what they were talking about, so with a quizzical look I 
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asked, "what is it, Father?" 
"It's my pipe again, I don't seem to recall where I put it." 
By this time Nachiketas was trying to repress the smile that fastly crept an 
his face . Father Joseph had his pipe in his mouth . I too was amused, nat at 
Father Joseph 's thoughtlessness, but rather at the brave rocality that Nachiketas 
sa openly practised . 
Not very long after the little episode at Father Joseph's I decided to visit 
a little bay who was suffering from malaria. The path that I was taking was 
about four feet wide. Both sides of it were bordered with bramble bush and 
wild berries. 
"Teach, wait for me!" shouted someone. It wos Nachiketas of cou rse. 
"Where ore you going, " he asked pertly. 
"You may come along with me if you want to," I replied. 
"Oh no, not this time, I am going to pick some wild berries." 
"What's the matter with these around here, " I asked and at the same 
time pointed at the little black berries on both sides of the path. 
"These are too wee littl e, I am going where they grow twice as big." 
"Bring some of them for me to sample, will you?" 
"I'll do that, see you when I return ." 
I took the bypath that led to the small village hospital while Nachiketas 
continued on the same path deeper into the woods. 
When I had spent half an hour with my little sick friend, less popular 
than Nachiketos as would be expected, I returned home. While I was preparing 
my lesson for the following day, Nachiketas walked in with his heod drooping. 
"What is it, o ld man?" Nochiketas loved the name, old man. 
"Those bullies," he said. "Those big bullies," he modified his phrase. 
"Who?" I asked. 
" The whole bunch of them, I'll fix them." 
"What did they do? " 
"Do," he repeated my last word. "I'll fix them." 
"So they took away your berries again," I said. 
He moved slowly to the window and started to talk to himself. "Why can't 
they go and pick them if they want to eat them so badly?" 
"Oh, don't worry about it anymore. Tell you what, tomorrow I will go along 
with you and we'll really search for the best. We may even do some hunting ." 
I laid out the plan for the morrow, but from the way Nachiketas consented 
with a nod to it, I felt that he was not as anxious about my plan as he used to 
be. He walked around the room for o while and then walked out muttering 
"I'll fix them. " And that is just what he did. 
The following afternoon I closed up the school as early as possible to 
pursue some pleasureable moments in the woods. I got my gun ready in case I 
should come across a rabbit or a bush fowl. Fifteen minutes I waited for Nachiketas. 
I looked through the window for a few seconds and then returned to my desk 
and turned over a few pages of the n:JVel I had started to read . 
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It was about the sixth time that I went to the window when I saw Nachiketas 
holding on desperately to his saucepan . A dozen boys surrounded him . They all 
advanced rapidly and grabbed the saucepan, each hoping to have as his booty 
the largest share of berries possible. Suddenly, after a brief struggle, Nachiketas 
surrendered the saucepan and ran straight into my room . Was he coming to 
ask for help? I could not interfere in such o situation, because suspicious parents 
were very much inclined to think that foreigners were very partial. 
When he come in he was gasping for breath. "Teach," he said, " take a 
good look." 
Within a few seconds panic overcame all the boys. They ran in all directions. 
The biggest and bravest of the booty snatchers who had taken full possession of 
the saucepan suddenly dropped it ond tried desperately to brush off the wasps 
he had just set free after he had thoroughly aroused them in the very recent 
struggle. Another fellow screamed as a wasp dropped a sting in his eye. 
"All this time Nachiketas was bursting with laughter. " I told you I' ll fix 
them." 
I thought to myself, "you surely did ." 
One day Nachiketas and I went fishing. We sailed along in our canoe and 
shot the fishes with poisoned arrows as they swam under the limpid blue water. 
Already we were about two miles away from the village where the river curved . 
Nachiketas was silent. After we passed the curve he said calmly, "that's the 
very spot where I lost my eye." 
Nac:,ike, you never told me how you lost your eye, have you? 
He hesitated for a while then went on slowly, "at that very bend my brother 
died two years ago. He and I went fishing . He shot the fishes from his canoe 
as he paddled in front of me. When I reached them I picked them up. I don't know 
how it happened. I only screamed an d rubbed my eye. It was bleeding. At that 
time there was no dispensary around and then the poison from the arrow made 
things worse. I was in bzd for two weeks and when I started to move again I 
couldn't see with it. " Tears were running down his cheeks as though he pitied 
his misfortune very much. For the first time I realized the sad current that 
flowed inside his veins. All his jokes, all his racality could not overshadow the 
genuine depth of his innermost feelings. 
Time was always catching me up with my work at school. My lack of 
teacher's training and my lack of any previous contact with Aboriginal Indians 
made my job infinitely hard. Although I tried furiously to be always in pace 
with my work, I always lagged sadly behind schedule. 
Father Joseph was not only a Missionary in Rupununi . He was also the 
Inspector of my school. He was kind and gentle to the villagers, but he was 
very stern and severe in his capacity as inspector. It was only the year before 
I went to Rupununi that he had fired my predecessor on the grounds that he 
was incapable of performing his duty. Then together with his weighty load of 
bearing the Gospel of Christ to an exotic land he had dared to teach the school 
himself. The threat of losing my job when the term was up hung over my head. 
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The Friday morning Father Joseph popped up and announced that he come 
to inspect the school. My mouth just gaped open widely. He inspected my 
records. It did not toke him long to point out countless unnecessary mistakes. 
I wos highly incensed. Why should he come on that day of all days? Yet, hod 
he come on another day, nothing would hove been in a better position . I went out 
of the Vestry which was also used as my office, and silenced the school which 
was in a wildly intoxicated state without a teacher in front of it. 
I did not wont to return to my office where the pious gentleman was 
turning over the pages of my poorly kept records . I sot thoughtlessly at my table. 
The classes began to work quietly. It did not toke Nachiketas long to know that 
something was up. He came up to me, ond as if he were on assistant and a 
colleague of mine, asked me what the matter was. 
Without giving much thought to his question I answered, "Father Joseph 
is going to give a test on sign language this morning ." 
Now sign language was a special subject offered in this village school 
because the Macusi in Rupununi used it extensively at hunt . The Church, therefore , 
thought it necessary to teach sign language in school to interest the children in 
something of practical necessity to their lives and also to gain the parent's 
approval by doing something which they considered constructive. Moreover, chil-
dren who were raised up in t hat society found it far easier to learn by the aid of 
certain symbols and gestures. 
Don't bother about the test, teach," Nachiketas a ssured me . "I'l l answer 
the questions." 
It was nice of him to console me in this way, but how could I be consoled 
especially when I did not teach that particular lesson on which the test was going 
to be based? 
To get the pupils interested Father Joseph started his test by asking a 
few questions that skirted around the main one. The younger children e agerly 
snatched the opportunity to answer the questions concerning hunting not because 
I taught them the lessons on hunting but because every child by the time he 
reached school age hod been using the signs at hunt already. 
Then came the main question of the test. Father Joseph lifted up his hand 
and pointed out one finger . Immediately Nachiketas jumped up and showed two 
fingers. 
"Very good," muttered Father Joseph. Then he showed three fingers. 
Again Nachiketas jumped up and this time forcibly thrust forth hi s fist. 
" Very good, " muttered Father Joseph again . Then he turned to me and 
nodded an approval. When I followed him back into my office he gave me a 
warm smile and said, " You're doing a fine job, son. Just keep it up." I added in-
audibly, " and if I don't ..... " 
Father Joseph left shortly afterwards. I then decided to call Nochiketos. 
All this time I was wondering who taught him the lesson that Father Joseph 
just used for his test. Nobody did, as I soo:1 found out. It was by the strongest 
coincidence that Nachiketas answered the question. 
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The explanation of the test question was this. The point of one finger 
signified the Father, the point of two, the Father and the Son, the point of 
three, the Father, Son and Holy Ghost. A firm fist signified the unity and the 
firmness of the three powers that formed one omnipotent Gad . 
Nachiketas came in smiling. 
"Who taught you that lesson," I asked stupidly. 
"Wh;, that was water wash," he said. 
"But I haven't taught it yet." 
"No, but he shouldn't have cracked such a joke on me in front of all the 
classes." 
"What do you mean by cracking a joke an you; wait a minute, what was 
the lesson all about." 
Guessing that I myself knew the lesson but little or nat at all , he started, 
"Wel l, he first asked me if I was born with one eye. I told him no, that I was 
born with two. He shouldn't have cracked such a joke in front of the whole 
school, asking . . . ." he stammered for words, "telling me that maybe I was 
born with three," Nachiketas smiled. "He understood me very well when I 
threatened to ram my fist in his kisser." 
Speechless, I shook my head. What a scholar! Thought I to myself, "Can 
anyone beat him?" 
Water wash is the p'1rase pupils used when something was very simple 
or easy. 
To Percy Bysshe Shelley 
By VINCENT TOOLS IE 
A hundred years and more since thou hast passed 
This ill forgotten earth in all its blast, 
Thou wast a rebel bold in thine own day 
w ;1en decrepit creeds were fading away. 
Alas, how bold it was for thee to say 
That earth must pleasure find in new array! 
With zeal thou dived into Platonic past 
And found what thou wast looking for at last 
Love, the giver of life, in bonds was cast 
B 1 institutions tyrar.nical and fast. 
Enthralled love though released in poetry gay 
As thou bestrewed thy heart upon the way. 
Great idealist, great rebel, great dreamer 
Come back today and make our earth greener. 
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By JOY ATHERTON 
All was quiet. 
A shroud of heat engulfed the earth. 
A steely cloud sleeked slow ly over a silent sky; 
Until, a menacing heavens looked down upon on unexpected world. 
Suddenly, from that mysterious unknown 
A jogged knife of fire slit the sky. 
Ten thousand giants quarreled up on high . 
Sheets of shimmering lights danced through the street. 
Then the rain, 
First the nervous tiny droplets, 
Then larger, ever larger, 
As if the angry conquest hod turned to anguished tears . 
One and two loy on the rood, 
Then three and four and five, 
Until the first come smothered in a rivulet of grief. 
The water ron ever onward, 
Onward we know not where, 
Ridding heaven of its sorrow, 
Filling the world with its fears. 
A mighty tree stood stoutly 
Against the gleaming gloom. 
It butted the billowing clouds of rain, 
As they played in the hot humid air. 
Sti II the strife continued 
Up there beyond our ken . 
VVhot forever happens there 
Is beyond the minds of men. 
All we con do is imagine, 
And watch in wonderment. 
It is not our gift to know 
VVhot happens in God's domain . 
The sky above was pole now. 
It hod done its dire deed. 
Restlessness was vanquished. 
Peace was in its soul. 
Only a distant rumble 
Broke the fatigued still . 
VVhile gentle fairy droplets 
Kissed a shining world. 
The angry bottle over, 
The world clean and new, 
VVoited ever patiently 
For life to begin anew. 
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IN THE FACE OF DESPAIR 
By BILL KURSCHINSKI 
William Hozlitt in his book "The Down of Personality" states: "No young 
mon believes thot he shall ever die." If you were to question mony a young 
man about it, he would of course concede that he must indeed die - someday; 
but the reality of it all carries no personal shock. The dreams of youth escape 
the wildest imagination . Success, adventure, travel and the rest of the great 
array of possibilities that life holds befo1e him reveal only glamour and triumph. 
He sees neither the extremely hard work that lies behind most success stories, 
nor the disillusionment, the resigned boredom that characterizes so many persons 
on the other side of thirty or forty, who hove achieved lifes' goals. As for as his 
vision reaches, life holds out wonderful promises. But slowly, hardly noticeable 
at first, life changes its outlook from eagerness and zest to bewilderment, 
resignation, even to the hard irony of reality. There comes a point when the 
sod wisdom of maturity reveals that discouragements ore the rule, rather than the 
exception for life. Thoreau' s words bear a bitter truth, "Most people live lives in 
quiet desperation." 
And our observations confirm this . We hove seen the elevator operators with 
their crushed spirits os they toke grim looking business men to their floors; 
the "slow death" of men faithfully carrying out unchollenging tasks as street 
cor operators, moil carriers, street cleaners; the fresh young faces of nurses sollowed 
and wrinkled by irregular hours. We hove found the business executives, whose 
elegant offices shouted their message of success, were themselves "hollow men." 
We hove stood helpless, as a mother, convulsed with sobs, asks of her boy's 
occidental death, "Why? Wh~" We hove watched the inevitable wasting away 
of the leukemia victim . 
We hove become tired and disco~roged too. A world?weoriness seems to 
wrap itself around us . We see death in every man's eyes. All life seems to cry 
out ond groan for deliverance. Who shall deliver us from this body of death? 
From whence cometh the courage to affirm life? The Author and Giver of Life 
seems to hove left us alone in a great volley of the shadow of death. It is the 
omnipresent vision of the futility and death of sinful, finite existence that has 
set us in the quest for transcendence . 
We search and search, but never finding exactly what we seek. Somewhere 
in this vast universe there must be o God who con answer the discouraging problems 
that plague our doily lives. Every man in endowed with the gift of reason and 
thereby has a general revelation of a God. But where to look? Perhaps the 
answer lies in life itself. Tolstoy would hove use believe that - "to love life is 
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to love God ." Perhaps we con commune with nature and find the God of the 
transcendentalist. We con listen to the unconditioned command of the conscience 
and find the God of Kontion moralism. We con make God objectively compre-
hensible by our human thought and thus find the God of Hegel. But have we 
really found God? Are we so foolish os to think that we who ore sin can seek 
one who is perfect? Unfortunately we con only know God os He has revealed 
Himself to us. 
Thus it is that we must turn to the problem of the revelation of God . Luther 
claims that there are two kinds of knowledge of God . One of these he describes 
os "general" and claims it os a natural possession of oil men . The other he 
terms os "particular" or "proper" and is that given in and through Christ . 
From this we may conclude that general knowledge is simply on imperfect kind 
of knowledge, but requiring completion by the particular. If we ore to limit the 
revelation of God to general knowledge, then as Luther maintains, men conceive 
imaginations of God which ore idolatries . "So the monk imagineth Him to be 
such o God os forgiveth sins, giveth grace and everlasting life for the keeping 
of his rule. This God is nowhere to be found . Therefore he serveth not the true 
God, but that which by nature is no God; to wit, the imagination and idol of 
his own heart; that is to soy, his own false and vain opinion of God, which he 
dreometh to be on undoubted truth ." In short it amounts to this : every mon who 
seeks God does so because of the general revelation given him by God. Is this 
not what Kant has done? He has merely gone in search of God through moral 
actions, because the imagination of his own heart has created this concept of 
Gad. But this is insufficient, because it does not totally reveal God . 
There yet remains o revelation of grace and salvation. It is only in the 
cross of Christ that we can completely see God . Rationalism, mysticism, moralism 
and the like are oil means by which man is presumed to make his own way to 
Gad, whereas Christ, although in o certain sense He may be described as man's 
way to God, is primarily and essentially God's way to man . To remove Christ 
from the central place is by consequence to make true knowledge of God and a 
right relation to Him impossible. How is it then that we find God? Our search 
for a transcendent Being to calm the troubled and sorrowing has led us to 
Christ and from this standpoint, the Christian religion is the most complete ot 
any religion, because it brings to the individual the most complete revelation of 
Gad on this side of eternity. 
To use religion subjectively is sinful. But let me posit this concluding 
statement - the individual who has been blessed by God with o saving know-
ledge of Christ Jesus os his Lord, has found by the exercise of that faith a peace 
and calm understanding which the world can never give nor take away. The 
individual who has been called into fellowship with Gad through the cross an 
Calvary has been given the faith that alone con withstand the storms and strife 
of o sinful and an imperfect existence. The answer to the priblem of despair 
and discouragement lies not in a work-righteous attitude of the Christian religion, 
but alone in the grace that God provides through faith in Christ. 
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ORQUE-ROOM 
ALLIES 
... JOE REES AND CLIFFORD COU tTES 
"Education, Farewell" 
I'm sad to say, "I've got no A, 
I'll never get my pass B.A. 
My father's broke; my future's turning black; 
I had to leave my cash in A.K.'s sack!" 
Greetings for '57 from the Torque Room, the haven for victual enthusiasts, 
complainers, story tellers, complainers, caffein fiends, complainers, philosophers, 
complainers, class skippers and complainers. For in this column we hope to present 
material acceptable to everyone of our Alma Mater. Or, ac Mama Gnu said to 
Papa Gnu, "Bud, I've got gnus for you!" 
Ennyhoo, let us take a look at ourselves as individuals and consider the reason 
that our forms grace these halls of higher learning-Dad wants a tax exemption; 
Mother always wanted me to go to college; I might meet the person I want to marry; 
nothing else to do; my brot her did; my grandfather built the school? When you 
come to college you ' ve reached an age when you have learned how to take care 
of yourself and intend to begin doing so any day now. 
In addition, too many come to Wate rloo with the idea that it is a social 
centre, a country club. Education really pays, but then it all depends on you how 
much. Let's face it, college life is a constant process of keeping your finger to your 
pulse, your eye on the "ball, your nose to the grindstone, your eor to the ground 
and your tongue in your cheek. Sometimes it's necessary to get your dander up 
and your foot down. 
Don't know what kind of a holiday Bill Adsett and Ron Bayn e put in, but they 
sure had a swell time the first full week of classes. Never mind, boys-mumps like 
fresh initiations are part of this world's vast experience that usually only come 
down on you. 
Up in Room 309, Miss Roy's family circle of Honours English Majors are 
enjoying their courses immensely under her kindly supervision . Prof£ssor Roy 
expressed a hope at the opening of the year of finding a few geniuses (or genii ) 
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once in o lifetime. Another parallel is that neither is taa bad if they don't get 
omong the circle during the term, but she is keeping mum as to how promising 
t he situation looks now. Poets may emerge if geniuses (or genii ) don't. Perhaps 
a t least one of the family circle will some day write verse for posterity to cherish 
and for students to tear apart. We wonder if the 1956-57 term won't go dawn in 
immortal history books, if there are any, as the year the romantic writers turned 
ove r in their graves a record numb.er of times. 
• 
Everyone is all excited over the proposed gift of a stadium by Seag ram's. One 
opin ion we heard expressed is that it's only returning a favour; over the years the 
students have just about paid for it anyway. Just picture it to yourself, gentle 
reader, a flashing neon s ign, winking majest ically over the Twin Cities : Waterloo 
College Football Field and Stadium - The man Who Thinks of Tomorrow Practices 
Moderation Today! It is reported that Leslie Check, the hermit of Willison Hall, is 
launching an all-out campaign against the move. He doesn't like the moderation 
idea. 
Nothing much has been heard from the boys in Pre-The except this little 
anedote about Jack Birch . Jack, somewhat staggered a congregation by reading 
a n a nnouncement wh ich h is fiancee got up from her seat to hand him during the 
service, " The Ladies' Aid will meet in the church on Tuesday evening. Your shirt 
tai l is out .... " 
Fri ends of Ray Hensel were somewhat surprised to observe, one noon hour in 
t he Torqu e Room, evidence that he had suddenly gone on a diet and had taken up 
knitting. T he contents of his lunch box were a coup le of small crackers and a set 
of knit t ing needles complete with yarn, all ready for an afternoon's session of 
kni t ting. Explanat ion is that Ray got his wife's lunch box by mistake--or was it? 
Pe rha ps it was a delicate fe minine hint that he should watch his waist-line and 
a lso that he could be of more he lp around the house . Forward, the dish-towel 
brigade! 
In the wi ld wilderness of Wil iison Hall, except for the odd birthday party, 
things ore fairly quiet. Bony Woodyord is feeling fine after a very brief period of 
hospita lization. It is reported that he was run into by Ken Heron's cor and had to 
go to the hospital to have it extracted. Patriarchal Un cle Joe Andrassy has brought 
an a roma, or ot least a sn iff, of culture into the place with his col lection of 
class ica l records. Joe also special izes in private tuto ring any time anyone wants 
to drop in. Proof of h is prowess as a teacher is that his pupils get higher marks 
t ha n he does. Anothe r hospita l case during the holiday was Ron Smeaton whose 
jovial " By George, Waldo!" doesn't resound quite so deeply since the slight re-
arrangement of his anatomy was suffered. We hope he'll still have enough wind 
to b low the bagpipes . 
A little note for those who received musical instruments for Christmas-if 
t hey don't stop reminding the ir f riends of their . musica l abi lity by playing them 
fu ll b last with thei r room doors wide open, or in the Torque Room, we're afraid all 
they' ll wont for Christmas next year will be their two front teeth. 
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All the eligible young girls in the College are worried lest the president of 
the newly-fo rmed Weight Lifting Club tries his notoriously rumoured hold on them. 
It seems that one Hubert Wa'Shburn has been taught by an instructor of Judo a 
technique that members of this club vaguely elude to as "The One Armed Girl 
Prompter". So beware girls! 
On the hockey front, the spark of enthusiasm isn't getting much fanning. 
counted an even dozen fans at the recent Waterloo-Osgoode contest. To discuss 
the hockey team would be to discuss the entire sports picture here at Waterloo. 
Excellent equipment, adequate talent, efficient coaching, but pitiful personal con-
dition. Let's face it, we had as good a team as they but after about two lengths 
of the ice we folded. Perhaps a bit of discipline, even personal discipline is the 
answer to Waterloo's well-uniformed ranks. Bob Rafferty is an excellent coach, 
but do we need a trainer, too? A few less penalties (attention Mr. Packer) would 
also help the cause. In speaking with the team from Osgoode I found that many 
of them intend to go to the States to pursue their careers in law . Apparently they 
want to get into "the land of the fee and the home of the knave". The Ryerson 
game ... enough said about that. 
Basketball is in full swi ng and we are all looking far a win any day now. 
Messrs. Fletcher and Totzke have their boys ready for better things than losing. 
Student support is disappointing. Perhaps the location of Waterloo College's gym, 
at the K-W Colleg iate, is instrumental in deterring ardent fans. The new stadium 
announced by Seagram's recently should cause excitement around this school. At 
Queen's, recently, Ron Zeigle's female flashes found themselves in the wrong 
class. Carol Teskey claims the gym was as large as the back campus here at 
Waterloo, and our girls just didn't have the legs. I would like to see the Queen's 
team - the girls with the legs. At Ryerson the girls had more success, and with 
deadly accuracy around the basket, (which their male counterparts lack, incident-
ally), ended up with a nice win in hand. Good defense work by Elinor Smyth and 
Doreen Sanderson and a nice attack especially by Sheila Hersey and Hedy Flis 
highlighted the Waterloo game. At Queen's the Mules started strongly but the 
road trip (?) had weakening effects and the group folded. Instead of donating a 
gym, Seagram's could make a larger contribution to College basketball by going 
out of business! Or maybe chartering a train to out-of-town games, eh, Sally ! 
Overheard in the men 's lounge - " What did you bid 3 no trump an?" 
" 1 ace, 2 queens and three drinks." 
First term reports are the talk of the college right now. Let us all read be-
tween the lines of that report and see the doctor's (Dean Schaus) prescription far 
this next term. Or are you making college your life's work? Or a college 2-letter 
man . Write home twice a .veek for money. 
Even though it is still winter and summer seems far away, we advise you 
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to think seriously about summer employment. A successful summer requires suc-
cessful planning. One student didn't plan and he ended up last summer reaping 
wild oats. They must have been wild, he had to get up at 4:30 A.M. and sneak 
up on them in the dark. 
I rene will have two types of brain food ·in the Torque Room far final exams 
head cheese and noodle soup. 
The thought for tomorrow - Don ' t do to others as you want them to do to 
you - your tastes might differ. 
Jl. ~limp~~ 
By J. TOOLSIE 
W hen I looked out into the street 
A maiden there my eyes did meet. 
Her hair was blonde, her cheeks did glow, 
At once the yellow Tiber was aflow . 
"Dear ma id," quote I, in whisper bold, 
Her attention to beho ld . 
She stared me in the face and smiled, 
I thought that I had been beguiled. 
Her witch-like eyes pierced through my heart, 
felt Diana's flying dart . 
looked up to the sky and prayed 
T hat I this day might woo the maid . 
But as I glanced back in the street 
My eyes the maiden did not meet. 
For she was gone I knew not where, 
And left my heart to burn with care. 
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THE TIN DIAMOND 
For my father who is thirsting 
I would buy this jug of wine. 
The wind blew in hushed whispers 
Around the tumbled makeshift shock 
And mode the tin walls vibrate 
With a harsh metallic clocking . 
And the torrid sun beat down 
To make it shine and sparkle 
Like a tin diamond among 
Its duller cousins that loy 
Around, beside, behind 
In never ending rows. 
They loy outside the town 
Like the bearers of o plague 
Were outward cost away. 
Beyond the shocks and town 
Were the minefields where men 
Both white and block sought 
The gleaming stones with inner fire . 
Both equal in quest but not in shoring . 
When evening shadows lengthened 
The wind blew home the sands and men. 
But the wind could not decide 
Those who walked and those who rode. 
Those who walked returned 
To their improvised abodes 
Of oildrums, crates and sheets of tin 
And cursed residue snatched at night. 
The boy turned homeward and 
Gently clutched the wine jug 
To his gaunt and ill-fed breast. 
He tread the obscure pathways 
Which led around the town. 
He mode his way with gentle step 
To ovoid trouble they hod said 
When out of the frigid shadows 
A leering face appeared . 
He stopped and shook with fright . 
A man stretched out his honqs 
And merely soid " a drink" 
And seized the jug and laughing strode away. 
For my father who is thirsting 
I would buy this jug of wine. 
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(South Africa, 1955) 
By BERI'HE STEIN 
REFLEXTIONS 
By JOHN HPLBOR N 
Controversy is something that feeds the inquisitive mind! It was ordained 
by God that man should possess the power of choice, consequently we ore able 
to view our society by looking seriously at our individual lives, and at the lives 
of those about us. If we follow this through, we ore able to see that this 
power of choosing freely has placed man in the seat of controversy. The battle 
is on! 
As we look about, we observe that the world is in a state of turmoil, as 
usual; the reason for this condition is that man has employed this faculty of 
choosing to determine his state as so vividly revealed through the annals of 
history. 
To come down out of the clouds, I will attempt to relate one phose of human 
development in the median of music in the lines to follow . This particular phrase 
may seem rather inappropriate and insignificant as for as to soy that it affects 
the state of the world . However, music is something that reflects the emotions of 
a generation, and the value of it is estimated by its responsiveness or lock of 
response of people. I'm sure we will all agree that music portrays our feelings 
very vividly. If we ore feeling happy, we ore opt to find ourselves listening to 
music with a sha rp, cheerful beat and with a fast tempo. If we ore feeling 
melancholy, we may well entertain music which is slow and mellow. If we hove 
experienced a loss or defeat, we may at first listen to music that is "blue", 
but as soon as we ore normal, we will wont to listen to music that will soar 
our hopes once again; a Schubert or Beethoven Symphony may be the medicine. 
Music that challenges us con also be heard in college songs or refrains that 
ore written to lift our hearts and heads from the fray into victory with added 
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strength and vigor. To place us in a reverent mood, hymns and chants flowing 
from a choir or organ will bring us solemnity in our preparation for worship. 
Our preferences to the type of music we enjoy most certainly reflects to 
others just what kind of people we really are . Music is o true and acceptable part of 
each of us and it helps us to portray ourselves to others, although often we 
do not realize it. 
Music is a difficult subject to speak or write about because of the many 
vo'r"icN"ions .-. Withifl , a standard or- traditional composition ~ Music has a history, 
from tl1e lyr~ to the orchestra, from the simple ballad to the intricate symphony. 
The .P.9em-ba11ad of mediaeval minstrels was followed by the small, simple arrange-
ments of accompanists· who entertained by their variations of dancing for courts 
of royality. Eventu::~lly the bands that inspired warriors on into battles developed 
into the small ensembles who gathered for their awn enjoyment and also became 
part of the original jazz composers. 
Before this latter phase, Europe gave birt'-1 to the great masters such as 
Debussy, Bach, Ravel and sa many more. Today we reap the efforts of those 
who have laboured before us. Until this p::~st year, our music was presented in 
variety with the occasional appearance of 'radical' tunes. Now, at the present 
hour, we have been stn.:ck with the blow of a new schismic style of music 
described loosely as "Rock ' n Roll". 
It seems that from every crevis, the ear is seduced by the unorthodox 
blasting of corruptible noises. It is all one can do to escape the bellows of the 
shouting and blaring of voice and instrument. "Rack 'n Ro!l" is just another 
fly-by-night injection into the circular of what is called music. All good music 
proves its quality by its endurance. Only time will verify my opinions of this 
cheap trash with which we have been plagued. However, I must confess that 
some of the artists are quite talented and should be credited for their efforts. 
I don't contend that all of this "Rock 'n Roll" is poor, but on the whale, I do 
believe it has nothing to offer the populace. 
It was my experience to attend one of these "Rock 'n Roll" Reviews. 
(Waterloo College, I must add, was well represented at this function!) From this 
occasion, I have formed my argument os to what effect this type of music has 
upon our society. The programme of this "concert" was ' well-planned and the 
"show" was developed favourably. Some of the renditions were well sung and 
the bond added much zest, putting across the la~JOurs of the composers. It took 
only a few of the entertainers to put a bad taste into my mouth, as the lack ot 
quality in talent was covered over by the vulgar suggestiveness and cheapness of 
the performers. 
It was not sa muc'1 tr.e music itself, but the effect of it on the audience. 
The seats of the auditorium were filled with a pack of bleary-eyed, shallow emo-
tionalists, dazed by the blasts from the stage and antics of those who were 
"gone." The animal characteristics of the hum~ns were well portrayed in the 
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extreme mannerisms of many of the more scraggy, pale-faced hoodlums who found 
!heir places with the rest of us . 
Maybe if some of their hair was clipped from their heads they wouldn't 
have become so over-heated .. Althought about ninety-five percent of the near five 
thousand people in attendance at this jumbo-sized orgy were representative of 
the youth of our country; there were a few adults. This fact reveals itself to whom this 
music appeals most. Not all of those in attendance were of the sloppy-dress 
type, for there was a large element of the average, conventional teen-ager. 
Most in the audience managed to discipline themselves fairly well, although 
they had to be reminded several tirpes by the Master of Ceremonies to control 
themselves. 
A large detachment of men in blue continuously displayed their authority 
by eliminating a number of the "real-goners" . 
The rhythm of the selections caused automatic responses as the swaying and 
shouting developed like a plague. Once the mob reaction set in, the responsiveness 
of the exuberant youth in t :1e aisles resembled a forest fire as it spread throughout 
the entire building. Individualism was lost, enveloped as a village before the 
onslaught of a flood, leaving nothing behind but a scene of unruly devastation in 
human immaturity. 
I wondered how many of the young people who attended this affair found 
themselves thrust into the depths of immorality after it was concluded. There 
was evidence of a large amount of d r unkeness in the crowd, and where alcohol 
is placed within the grasp of irresponsible youth, no good can result. The world 
is in enough turmoil as it is, and if we, in this country, rest our hopes in the 
future on a group of crazed, mis-informed and ill-directed young people, our 
future offers little in the hopes for better relationships at home and abroad. You 
may say that such a small incident as this particular item in the musical 
repertoire is insignificant. I would repeat tnat music is a reflection of the 
people who make it popu!ar. The misuse of music breeds corruption anC: I 
strongly believe that is morally wrong. 
"Ah," you may say. "Every ~ra in history has had music that has revealed 
low standards of immorality, that it is inevitable to do anything about it, and 
it would be impossible to turn the tides or what is only natural! The age of 
our parents gave birth to the . . 'Charleston', the 'Black Button ' and many other 
interesting versions of music which lured the people of its time into an irresistable 
evil clutch ." 
The past is meant to teach us in this age to insure a better future . I believe 
this excuse is ridiculous. If "Rock 'n Roll" . could be appreciated with a sensible 
attitude (and I believe it has a possibility), then I find it quite acceptable. I 
maintain that there is enough evil in the world as it is; why must we manufacture 
more of it. Something i? either good or bad - compromising won't protect the 
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innocent from being harmed. This type of music must be either cleaned up or 
abolished. 
I would like to insert one highly commendable attribute in favour of this 
"Rock 'n Roll"; that is to say that somehow it manages to break down barriers 
of racial discrimination. In the eyes of those who !isten to the mad orchestrations and 
vocalizations of the performers; what seems to count is the "oomph" that is put 
across to the audience from the stage. However, this is about the only real value 
"Rock 'n Roll" has to offer our generation, in my opinion at least. 
Canada is a growing nation with a culture that is in a position to become 
the noblest of all in history. Traditions brought across the seas to our new 
land are worthy of our appreciation. The blending of this heredity will develop 
our pride in our nation, and we will be able to life up our heads as we 
talk and think about Canada! Young emotions should be directed at all times 
into constructive channels, and these young energies installed into useful and 
worthwhile service, would add impetus to our culture and we would be assured 
of a dynamic society with positive contributions of our youth to humanity. 
Controversy stimulates exercise for the inquisitive mind! I think it is good 
for all of us to build up some muscles in our minds to disintegrate the fact 
that sometimes accumulates to slow it down. 
Your opinions on this article and all the other articles in The Cord are 
welcome. 
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The Inferiority Complex of the 
French Canadians 
By BILL BISHOP 
Among the white people of the earth, there could be found no two more 
complete opposites than the French and the English as they exist in America . 
Quebec City is the principle point about which French Canadian culture 
moves. It is the very epitome of French Canadian Nationalism which has been 
a constant source of exa speration in Canada . Many of us tend to perceive in this 
nationalism an ignorant and chauvinistic attitude. We just think we understand 
the average French 'habitant' even though we are geographically so many miles 
away. 
I agree that French Canadians are nationalistic . Nationalism is very often an 
out let or sublimation of political, socia l or economic inadequacies. I suggest that 
this nationalism may be fostered by a deeply rooted inferiority complex among 
these French Canadians. 
The roots of this phenomenon go back to the early days of New France . 
The inherent psychological make-ups of the first settlers were classified as 
colons. There was that jealous and fear of the French Catholic for English Prot-
estantism. There was the Englishman whose onward march beyond the frontier 
d ismayed the Frenchman. At last the inevitable happened, French resistance col-
lapsed and all French Canada fell under the yoke of the English. 
French settlers unlike those wno colonized the United States were not self-
reliant and proud men fleeing religious persecution or seeking to create a better 
world for themselves. T hey were the social misfits. The only educated people who 
emigrated from France were the Recollect and Jesuit Priests. The motive was 
essentially agrarian and religious. Their motto was cultivate and propagate . The 
social system was feudal instead of the individualistic and dynamic American 
community. 
Consequently, when in 1759 tne French were conquered, they became a 
second-rate people. The French ari stocracy and the small intellectual elite returned 
to France. French Canada was left to slumber in a religious and political hibernation, 
which has continued through the lost two centuries. 
Meanwhile the economic growth of the rest of Canada was great in com-
parison. The Engli sh population being mostly Protestant grew into the majority 
group. Up to recent times the French Canadians saw their whole environment 
governed by aliens. There was no doubt about who the conquered were and who 
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the conquerors were - whose religion is feored and whose strength and wealth 
is deeply resented. 
The prosperity of the English contrasted sharply with the stagnation of the 
French. As a result of the English backing an industrial movement in the 
province, the habitant farmer flocked to the cities where wages were higher. 
But the supply of workers depressed wages, causing economic insecurity. This 
caused deeper resentment of the French Canadians, especially the clergy, against 
the English. 
Nationalism has become the cloak for their feelings and inadequacies through 
which their inferiority has been sublimated . 
It is interesting to note that once the French Canadian hasl eft the 
Province of Quebec for another part of Canada, he constantly dreams of his 
holidays in Niagara Falls, Hamilton, Toronto or Banff. These people have an 
anguishing desire for acceptance of English methods, even though they do not 
admit it. 
Now all of us may try to understand the many more interesting yet in-
comprehensible paradoxes in French Canadian life and attitude in the light of 
the inferiority complex, a factor many of us tend to overlook. When travelling in 
Quebec City, one must become fully aware of all the aspects of the historical 
development of the area in order to understand the average French Canadian. 
And this aspect of the problem of French Canadian inferiority complex will be 
treated in the next issue of the Cord. 
COMPANIONS By CLIFFORD COUL TES 
"Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world ." 
Lord, I know that as I go, 
Be my passage fast or slow, 
What may be before me strown, 
I can never walk alone. 
Need not pray, "Abide with me," 
Though no earthly eye can see, 
Through Thy promise, know Thou'rt there; 
Thus is answered this one prayer. 
Oft I seek to heed, not Thine, 
But the will I think is mine; 
In the shortness of my view, 
In my sin, to Thee not true. 
So with mingled thanks and shame 
Thus I ca 11 upon Thy name -
" Thank Thee, Lord, to be with me; 
Teach me, Lord, to be with Thee." 
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IN FIRE AND MUD 
For on afternoon in August the green, slime-cloaked waters of o stagnant 
river, hidden in tangled bushland near Camp Niagara, Niagara-on-the-Lake, 
Ontario, become a battleground. Under all this confusjo:1, the Church in Uniform 
"went to war" against on unknown enemy. The infcntry hod already advanced 
across the slight ly roll ing field, taking up a position, while a flank pushed 
along the left side of the field to surprise the enemy positioned at our left. 
To the extreme right was Lake Ontario. The infantry drove the enemy into 
the bush and now hod reassembled and were doing reconnaissance for on ad-
vance to push on through the bush and across the st inking creek in 01der to 
establish a beachhead on the western bonk. The beachhead task was undertaken 
while we, a s padres and candidates, stayed behind at the regimental aid post in 
order to help any casualties. 
The main port of the scheme already undertaken, we went into the fire 
and mud. The padre's task was to bring bock the wounded first and then the 
dead. For some reason, I was very uneasy. This was a 1eol taste of war. Standing 
full of owe, I listened to the roars of the mortars. The conditions were q~ite 
realistic . 
The assault boots were brought bock to our side of the creek, whereupon 
we struggled to put on our bulky life preservers in haste and hop into the boots 
to cross the river for the first time. This trip was to bring bock the wounded. 
I shall never forget that launching. Most of us hod never done this before and 
consequently we were not trained for it. 
The sky was a deep blue that day, but the atmosphere of the dense bush 
area changed the whole area overhead. The boot was pushed from the muddy 
bonk and towed across the creek on account of our heavy load. Five other 
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chaplains were in my group as we crossed this mud-stinking morass into the 
smoke-hazed enemy stronghold. No sooner were we midway between the bonks, 
when a bomb crashed fifty feet from us. The smell now increased as the mud 
was torn from the very river bed. In the distance we could hear the Bren guns 
rattling. 
We already hod our st retcher. After we landed we advanced to the front 
lines to look for the wounded, all the while choking from the smoke-filled 
environment. The next thing I remembered was running wildly toward the platoon 
commander of the force, who would direct us to the wounded. 
" Over there," he commanded . Four of us, crouching and running at the 
some time, come across the first body. I stopped dead in my tracks; he hod his 
arm blown off. The bone was protruding through the reddened flesh . Yes, so 
round was that bone and ghostly the stringy fringes that I forgot that this was 
mock bottle. I wasn't allowed to think about it for long because the commander 
shouted, "He's dead, over there." 
Thus we moved on on injured man. He hod hod shrapnel in the skin of his 
leg and looked pole white. The noise still thundered above our heads, nevertheless 
we wrapped the wounded man in wool blankets, placed him on our stretcher, and 
carried him bock to the boat. 
This was all being done under pressure - we hod to get this man bock 
in a hurry. He represents a life, a worthy soul, just as you and I do. The only thing 
I could bear to watch were his eyes. This was on individual - a live one. The 
boot hod to be towed bock again through the seething path of water lilies with 
the wounded man as a passenger. The whole job was filthy. Our boots, stockings 
and pants were soaked, stinky and dirty. We were soon given to understand that 
this was a wretched business. It was gory and wicked! 
To corry the injured man bock to the regimental aid post was a tiring 
feat. However it was o~complished in all haste. This was the first port of our 
task. The wounded man was now out of our hands for the time being, so we 
left the aid post to bring bock the dead. 
Bock to the assault we went, and again across the creek. Smoke still filled the 
air; water sprayed everywhere as bombs dropped into the foul-smelling water. We 
piled out of the boat and brought bock to the aid post a dead body, killed by 
flying shrapnel in the head. What a mess! The sun was blazing hot. The 
bodies were brought bock to a temporary cemetery where proper Christian burial 
was given to each. And with the burial of the dead, "Exercise Holy Moses" come 
to on end. Our role in action was completed at lost. 
This is one of the countless duties a chaplain must do, when he is engaged 
in war - the mercy role of coring for the wounded and the dead . 
This was a great opportunity that I would never hove wonted to miss. It 
was vastly different from the usual work we hod done all summer as admini st rators 
to parishes. Really, I hod never seen anything so vivid . 
. There was no hope, only drobne~s, working and fear." 
The Countess of Listowel mode this statement to one of her many Kitchener 
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audiences concerning the plight of the Hungarian Revolutionaries, who very re -
cently turned their country into a butcher' s chopping block in their quest for a 
life free from tyrannical oppression. I could not help but feel that these words 
described more vividly than any others which s:1e used the terrible wound now 
gaping in the side of world affairs . 
This short statement describes a way of life . It describes the conditions under 
which the people of Hungary hove hod to live ever since their Russian over-
lords began to run their country, it is the way they must exist now and it will be 
the way that they shall continue to live until they con obtain the freedom which 
they hove struggled so hard to obtain, but which has ever eluded their grasp. 
Why did these words cling so vividly to my mind? I' m not exactly sure, but 
1 think most possibly because the Countess hod mode us realize that the revolution 
in this Russian Satellite was started almost entirely by University students; by 
youths who belong to the some fraternity as you and I, and who ore struggling 
even more earnestly than we ore to toke their p :ace in the world; by students who 
are trying to grasp for a chance to prepare themselves for their futures in a country 
which they hope some day will be theirs . ltwos university students who during 
the opening days of November, 1956 marched into the main square of Budapest 
shouting in no uncertain terms for the Russians to leave their land. It was this 
some group who stole munitions from the Hungarian army and tore open the 
wounds of armed aggression, which hod all too recently healed over. 
These young men and women, no different from ourselves, decided that 
this was the price t:1ot they must pay in order to obtain a free and liberal system 
of education. Here ore people willing to undergo again the blood-shed, poverty, 
death and the other terrible otrosities of war familiar to them, that they may 
live their lives in the way they wish and obtain the type of education which they 
desire . 
We the students of Waterloo College, or any other Canadian University for 
that matter, could be equated to these Hungarians by the very simple fact that 
we ore also in the process of obtaining on education . Yet there is a difference 
and a very vital one . As was mentioned previously they were willing, without 
exception, to risk everything in order to obtain a university degree which was 
representative of on educational system of which free thought was on integral 
port. Some of us, however, approach the some problem (that of obtaining a 
university education) with a somewhat lethargic and nonchalant attitude; one 
which in more extreme cases borders on indifference and downright laziness. This 
terrible sin of wasting natural talents by letting them rest idly in the smoky and 
dusty corners of noisy university common rooms should hong over our heads like 
Bonquo's ghost. It should make us realize that for what some of us ore willing to 
give nothing others are willing to give their lives. It is high time that a Iorge 
percentage (not the majority thank goodness) of university students understood 
why they ore at college, and did something about it. It is for post time that 
some of us summoned enough energy to come forth and meet the problems 
which confront us in our class-rooms and solve them to best f our abilities. 
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Much has been gained in the post and will be gained in the future by dis-
cussins between students on on intelligent level over the proverbial "coffee". 
This I do not condemn; nor will I ever think of doing so if it odds to the 
student's development, necessary recreation and education. However, the ideo 
which some hove that classes and sessions of homework ore things to continually 
be avoided in favour of a good show or bridge game is absurd, but nevertheless 
one which does prevail in the minds of some students. 
I think the securing of on education for ourselves is a full -time job, and the 
only way to make that or any other job pay off is to work at it until it is done 
and to do so in the best way we know how. 
Some of yo:.J may doubt my words and feel that Canadian University students 
hove no such problem. If what I hove said d::>es not apply to any of us then I 
hove obviously erred. But before you po ss judgment on me please look around 
you; first, at your school-motes, and then even more closely at yourselves. If 
after doing this you feel that on unjust charge has been laid against either you 
or the student body as a whole, then blast away and condemn me most heartily, it 
is your unalienable right; but I wonder if you will? 
Comments on this, and all other articles in The Cord, ore welcome, 
and the most expressive and stimulating replies will be printed in future 
issues. 
PROVE IT! ••• PROVE IT? 
ANONYMOUS 
You've asked a simple question 
Of the one you love, my sweet, 
Until I om your husband 
Answers won't be complete; 
Remember, though, the things I soy, 
Each promise I may make, 
Moyhops the time is not long hence 
You'll know my love's no fake . 
Ours is on honest love, my dear, 
Now is the time to SHOW it; 
Leave " proof" till then (the time, hon, when 
You'll definitely KNOW itl. 
Let's sink our love in faith 's deep sea 
Ought will e'er then move it; 
Vision in your mind, my sweet, when 
Eternally I'll "Prove It" ! 
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ROA D 
By BERNARD STEIN 
The rain streaming outside was g1v1ng the windows of Basset's Restaurant 
a much needed washing. The trucks on the highway outside hissed by in a 
never-ending chain, sending a spray of muddy water along the roadside. 
Inside, Stanley Basset surveyed the usual gloom and stillness that predomin-
ated in the place on an early Saturday afternoon. But he could easily visualize 
the scene later the same night . . . looking at the jukebox, he could hear its 
b last and the noise and laughter that would accompany it . But it was quiet 
now, a lmost like a graveyard. 
The only sound was the slight clatter of dishes in the kitchen. " Hey, 
Elora," he roared, " snap it up will you - we might get some of the boys in 
from the Chicago run soon'" 
Good old Flora, he thought. He and Flora had run the place ever since 
they had moved in from the diner a few miles down the road. To him Flora had 
a lways been more than a wife - to him she was a riot. Always laughing, she 
could tel l a joke better than most of the boys. 
But, on a day like this, he was content to lean on the bar and watch t he 
trucks go by outside . He could tell by the sound of the engine what types they 
were. "Here comes a Mac," or "This one's a G.M.C.," he would shout out to 
Flora in the kitchen . He always saw the lights first, far off down the road, and 
then he saw the looming shape grow bigger and hurtle by him with a deafening 
roar. 
" Hey, Stan, will you pour me another one?" The voice came from the 
corner. Stan had almost forgotten that this lone customer was there . Milt was 
a lways t here on Saturdays. 
" Okay, Milt," he said, bringing the small tray over to the s leepy customer. 
Milt turned up his droopy eyes. 
" Leave the bottle," he commanded. The stench of alcohol clung to him like 
a wet raincoat. He clamped his hand around the glass, wiped his mouth with 
his sleeve and gulped down half of his drink. Stan went back behind the bar. 
" Lousy weather, eh Stan?" 
"Yeah, too bad Bronson can't use you on Saturdays at the coal yard 
then I wouldn ' t see that pretty face of yours here, sousing away your hard-
ea rned money ... but maybe that's good for business. Yeah, I guess it is." 
Milt la ughed and swallowed the rest of his drink. 
Suddenly the door opened. They both looked up, and Milt said, "Well, 
what's new Blondie?" 
Leave the kid alone, Milt," Stan snapped. 
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The little girl walked up to Milt's table and rested her chin on the edge. 
" My nome is not Blondie - it's Linda," she said. 
" Well , how do you da, your highness?" jeered Milt . 
The little girl stared intently at the glass in his hand and even more intently 
at Milt himself . " What are you drinking, mister?" 
" Oh, sort of like ginger ale, only it's a special kind ... the little elves 
make it in the woods and it makes you feel all good inside." 
"Can I have some?" Linda begged. 
"You better ask the elves," said Milt, leaning back and roaring with 
laughter. 
"Gee, it comes in such a pretty bottle," she said. 
Milt leaned over towards her and said in a hoarse wh isper, "The elves 
live right in the bottle." 
"Cut it out, Milt!" Stan ordered. 
"You bet, Stan! Bring the young lady o drink!" 
"One milk shake coming up," said Stan, saluting her. 
About fifteen minutes later, Milt was admiring the contented look on his 
guest's face when she got up, thanked him politely and walked out into the 
rain . "You'd think that parents would look after their little brats a little more 
careful, " said Milt. "That kid could easily get pneumonia walking around in the 
rain ." Milt leaned back in his chair. "You'd think her old man would pick f)er 
up from her girl friend's house." 
"Probably just lives up the road, " Stan explained, playing with a fly swatter. 
Milt put his feet up on the table and twirled the ketchup-stained menu 
between his fingers . A truck pulle:d up outside and Stan glanced out of the 
window . "It's just Willy coming in on the Chicago run ." 
The trucker called Willy burst into the room and threw himself on a 
stool. "Give me a double, Stan!" he ordered, panting. 
Stan put his hand on Willy's shaking shoulders. " What hit you Willy, 
you're shaking like a leaf?" 
Willy downed his drink and broke out into a babble, saying, "You ain't 
kiddin', buster! I' m drivin' down the road and I sees this here figure right smack 
in the middle af the rood . . . sa's I slams an the brakes and stops about a 
foot in front of this kid. It's a little girl sittin' there, holdin' o bottle, and when 
I asks her what she's doin', she says she's lookin' for fairies! " 
Milt glanced down at the table. He could see only his glass. 
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SONG OF AN INFERIORITY COMPLEX 
By CLIFFORD COUL TES 
with apolog ies to Ogden Nash 
When the Lord made me, I think He started at the bottom and worked up, 
And got tired before He was through . 
Either that or He made me to be to my fellow men a horrible example; 
Of brains I've a mighty poor sample. 
No matter how many times you tell me something, I always hove to find it out 
for myself at least once before I'll believe it; 
And even then, there's no guarantee that I'm liable to cleave to it. 
For instance, I was told before I even started to school that among the rest of the 
members of the human race, I must not stick out my tongue at the teacher, 
And you'd think that anybody who wouldn't see the point in that must be a 
mighty dumb creature. 
Of course, the time I tried it, I was laboring under the sad misconception that 
her gaze had wandered away from my spot, 
Which I soon discovered, much to my embarrassment, that it had not. 
Tne result of this incident was some recess-time practice of the multiplication table, 
Which, as further instance of my stupidity, I still don't know from the door 
of a stable. 
Speaking of stables, I once tried to draw off a load of hay with an old gray horse, 
a job the complications of which can be somewhat high, 
And before I got very far, I came to the startling conclusion that the horse was 
either most terribly stupid, or else vastly more intelligent than I. 
Once I went to a psychiatrist, who, for a hundred-dollar deposit, confidently guar-
anteed to successfully work for my cause, 
But he had to stop his interview halfway through, because he said if he 'd finished 
it, he'd have ended up as crazy as I was. 
All I got out of that visit was that he told me I had an inferiority complex, and 
I told him I quite knew it, 
And he told me not to worry about having it, because as far as he could see, 
I had a perfect right to it. 
don't even make up for my lack of brains with a good sense of humor, for I often 
have to dig for my hanky on occasions when other people laugh and go 
positively loon-eral , 
While on thinking of something silly he said in his lifetime, I giggled all through 
my grandfather' s funeral. 
But these lines are getting longer and longer, and much longer I don't think I 
can control them . 
was going to end with a rhyme for those first two lines, but I can't think of one, 
so I'll call them an introduction in blank verse, and let that console them. 
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Why Mr . Johnson Wishes He Were 20 
• The other day Fronk J ohnson, age 45, saw his LB agent and bought 
a $10,000 BROTHERHOOD PROVIDER po licy to help protect his family 
and to provide benefits fo r retirement. 
Now here's whot mode Fronk wish he were 20 again . . . 
The annual premium of Fa nk's age is $352.20. If Frank were 20 
years old, his premium would be only $156.90 - a saving of $193.30 a 
year. At age 45, he 'd have cash values of $3, 156.30, plus $1 ,686 .60 in 
dividends (at present rate). And his fam ily wou!d have been protected for 
the full $10,000 during th e entire time! 
Favorable rates is another reason why hundreds o·f students start their 
insurance program with Lutheran Brotherhood right now while they're in 
school. The 'Sooner you s~art, the lower the premium ... the greater the 
benefits. Write . . . 
futheran Brotherhood 
GARFIELD RAYMOND 
86 NORMAN AVE. WATERLOO, ONT. PHONE SH 5-4427 
£)vii1CJ ':Be11ejito /or t:_uthera/'16 through £_ije 511oura11ce 
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COATS SUITS - DRESSES - SPORTSWEAR - ACCESSORIES 
~A~ 
48 King Street West 
For Smortly Styled 
Compus Clothes 
It's JACK FRASER'S 
15 KING EAST 
Kitchener 
For EVERYTHING in 
MUSIC AND RECORDS 
- visit -
PAUL BERG ' S 
MUSIC CENTRE 
7 City Hall Square, Kitchener 
Pea~tt -1a~ -1tmtted 
DYERS DRY CLEANERS 
GARMENT STORAGE RUG SHAMPOOERS 
Phone SH. 5-4735 
FOR TH E FINEST FUELS 
call 
SH. 2-7537 or SH. 5-9372 
KITCHENER COAL COMPANY LIMITED 
223 Courtland Ave. East 
"OUR FUEL MAKES WARM FRIENDS" 
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DIAL 1490 INFORMATION 
CKCR- Radio 
"THE VOICE OF THE TWIN CITIES" 
Kite hener-Waterloo 
ENTERTAINMENT- 18 HOURS DAILY 
When it comes to printing -
come to 
o.tCJ~INT-CRAFT LIMITED 
277 LANCASTER ST. W. KITCHENER 
PHONE SH 5-5483 
A complete printing service ... 
Offset & Letterpress 
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INDUSTRY IN CANADA NEEDS YOUNG 
CANADIANS WITH UNIVERSITY BACK-
GROUNDS, FOR ITS KEY POSITIONS. THE 
EDUCATION YOU ARE GETTING TODAY 
WILL SERVE YOU AND OUR COUNTRY 
TOMORROW. 
DOMINION~ INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
When shopping is on your curriculum 
visit 
GOUL!7 
where you con 
"SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE" 
1909 1957 
WHAT KIND OF INSURANCE 
SHOULD I BUY? 
It's a good question. We can't tell you without 
having a chat about your objectives, and knowing how 
much you can save the life insurance way. You'll find 
the Mutual Life representative helpful and willing to 
give you good advice without obligation. 
CALL OUR KITCHENER OFFICE SHerwood 5-4713 
THE 
MUTUALI.!fi 
oF CANADA 
HEAD OFFICE, WATERLOO, ONT. 
